Abstract—The application of linear precoding at the gateway side enables broadband multibeam satellite systems to use more aggressive frequency reuse patterns increasing the overall capacity of future High Throughput Satellites (HTS). However, although some previous works about precoding consider imperfect CSIT (Channel State Information at the Transmitter) adding some CSI estimation errors, that is not the main cause of CSI degradation. In practice, receivers can only detect and estimate a few coefficients of the CSI vector being the other nullified, replaced by zeros. This introduces errors in the SINR calculation by the gateway that lead to the assignment of Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCS) over the decoding possibilities of the users, increasing the rate of erroneous frames. In this work, the errors in the SINR calculation caused by the nullification of the CSI are analyzing statistically and geographically using a radiation diagram of 245 beams over Europe. Furthermore, a solution based on a link adaptation algorithm with a per user adaptive margin is proposed, helping to achieve the QEF (Quasi-error Free) target of DVB-S2X systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of more aggressive frequency reuse patterns, as full-frequency reuse, allows to increase the capacity of the forward link of multibeam satellite communications systems. This approach is proposed to increase the system capacity of High Throughput Satellites (HTS) operating at Ka-band. To mitigate the higher co-channel interference which arises in this scenario, linear precoding techniques reveal as a promising method to deal with it. Indeed, the new superframe format DVB-S2X [1] enables the use of precoding in DVB broadband satellite systems.

Several works propose the application of linear precoding to the forward link of DVB-S2(X) based systems, as [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]. Performance analysis and practical issues are addressed; among others, multiplexing of several users per frame, the importance of users scheduling in the final system capacity, the outdated CSIT (Channel State Information at the Transmitter), or CSI estimation errors.

However, there is an important problem related with imperfect CSI in precoding which previous works do not consider, the nullification effect. To the best of our knowledge this problem is only partially covered in [7], although not with as much detail as in this work. In precoded multibeam satellite systems the CSI of each user is not a scalar any more but a vector whose components are the channel estimates of the other interfering beams. It often happens that receivers are not able to estimate many of these channels since the interfering signals from other beams are received with a very low level. Therefore, the CSI available at the gateway is a sparse vector with many zero entries. This causes two problems. On the one hand, the calculated precoding matrix is not optimized for the actual channel but for the nullified version of the channel matrix, leading to some performance loss. And, more importantly, the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) calculated by the gateway for each user differs from the actual value. The error in the estimation of the user SINR by the gateway can be high enough to lead, in the case of overestimation, to increase the rate of erroneous frames over the QEF target of DVB-S2(X) systems, since the estimated SINR is used to perform Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS or MODCOD) allocation.

This work tries precisely to fill the gap related to the nullification error problem found in the literature, explaining how nullification occurs, characterizing the statistical and geographical distribution of the SINR errors due to the nullification effect and proposing a method to overcome this problem. Since the nullification effect causes wrong MCS allocation due to the errors in the calculated SINR, a link adaptation algorithm is proposed as a countermeasure for frame errors that the nullification triggers. An Outer Loop Link Adaptation (OLLA) algorithm previously presented for single link mobile satellite systems [8] and dual polarization mobile satellite systems [9], is adapted here for reducing the side effects of the CSI nullification.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the equations of the system model, describes the multibeam channel model and the computation of the precoding matrix and precoded SINRs. Then, Section III explains the different types of nullification and how they are modeled. Afterwards, the main results of the paper on the analysis of the SINR error due to nullification are collected in Section IV, which are obtained by means of simulations using data from a specific satellite beam pattern. Lastly, before the conclusions, Section V describes the link adaptation algorithm to overcome the problems caused by the nullification, and provides some simulation results showing how the proposed strategy solves the problem.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the forward link of a multibeam satellite communications system with full frequency reuse operating at Ka-band. Linear precoding is used to reduce the co-channel interference which arises in this configuration, significantly higher than that in four-color frequency/polarization configurations [4]. Let us assume that the satellite operates $N$ beams with a single feed per beam (SFPB) payload. For the sake of simplicity, multicasting is not considered in this study, only $N$ users are served at a time, one per beam. With all these considerations the general model for signals received at the User Terminals (UTs) at a given time instant in matrix notation is

$$y = Hx + n = HWs + n$$

where the vector $y \in \mathbb{C}^N$ collects the received signals by the set of all users, $s \in \mathbb{C}^N$ are the information symbols for each user, which are normalized in terms of energy, $\mathbb{E} \{|s_k|^2\} = 1$, $x \in \mathbb{C}^N$ are the precoded transmitted signals by each antenna, $W \in \mathbb{C}^{N \times N}$ is the precoding matrix, $H \in \mathbb{C}^{N \times N}$ is the channel matrix, and $n \sim \mathcal{CN}(0, N_0 I_N)$ is the noise term, complex zero mean Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) measured at each UT receiving antenna.

A. Channel model

The general model [10] for the complex channel matrix is

$$H = \Phi_p B \Phi_{RF}$$

with $B$ an $N \times N$ real matrix which models the link budget of each UT, and $\Phi_p$ and $\Phi_{RF}$ two diagonal complex $N \times N$ matrices which contain the phase terms arising in the signal propagation and the satellite RF chains, respectively. The real matrix $B$ models each UT link budget and contains the satellite antenna radiation pattern, the path loss and the receive antenna gain. Its $i,j$-th entry is given by:

$$b_{ij} = \frac{\lambda}{4 \pi d_k} \sqrt{G_{ij} G_{ij}},$$

with $d_k$ the distance between the $k$-th UT and the satellite (slant range), $\lambda$ the wavelength, $G_{ij}$ the receiver antenna gain and $G_{ij}$ the multibeam antenna gain between the $k$-th single antenna UT located in the $i$-th beam and the $j$-th on board antenna feed.

The phase of the channel coefficients is divided in two terms. On the one hand, the diagonal matrix $\Phi_p$ models the phase originated during the propagation. Here we assume that due to the big slant range the signals of all satellite antennas arrive at the UT with the same phase, this is the reason why this matrix multiplies $B$ by the left. This phase is fixed for each user during all the simulations and it is uniformly distributed over $[0, 2\pi]$.

On the other hand, the diagonal matrix $\Phi_{RF}$ models the random phase introduced by the local oscillators, which are independent for each payload chain, and therefore this matrix multiplies $B$ by the right. The elements of this diagonal matrix are $[\Phi_{RF}]_{nn} = e^{j\phi_n}$, with $\phi_n \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2_\phi)$. A value of $20^\circ$ for the variance is used as suggested in [10]. Contrary to $\phi_n$, which is fixed during all the simulations, $\theta_n$ change with each time realization (transmitted frame).

Lastly, the channel matrix $H$ for a given time realization is built row by row with the channel vector of the scheduled users, $h_k^\perp$, one per beam since only unicast is considered here. However, the gateway does not have access to the actual channel matrix $H$ but to a matrix $\hat{H}$ which includes the nullification effect as well as estimation errors. This will be explained in detail in the next section. A 245 beams multibeam channel, generated based on ESA’s radiation pattern [5], is used in all the simulations. For each beam a grid with discrete positions is available, ranging the number of positions of the beams from 68 to 108.

B. Linear precoding

Let $\text{snr} = P_n/N_0$ the per beam and per polarization transmit SNR, with $P_n$ the average per beam and polarization transmit power and $N_0$ the noise power at each receiver. The MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Error) precoding matrix calculated by the gateway using the nullified imperfect CSIT $\hat{H}$ is given by [11]

$$W_{\text{mmse}} = \hat{H}^H \left( \hat{H} \hat{H}^H + \frac{1}{\text{snr}} I_N \right)^{-1}.$$  

In order to set the transmitted power, there are several options to normalize (4) like for example SPC (Sum Power Constraint), MPC (Maximum Power Constraint) or PLPC (Per Line Power Constraint). SPC, which is used in this paper, can be applied when the satellite payloads have Multiport Amplifiers (MPA) or Flexible TWTA’s, that allow the total power ($NP_n$) to be shared among the different beams. In this case $W_{\text{mmse}}$ is multiplied by a scaling factor

$$\eta = \sqrt{N P_n / \text{trace}\{W_{\text{mmse}} W_{\text{mmse}}^H\}}$$

becoming the final precoding matrix

$$W = \eta W_{\text{mmse}}.$$  

C. Precoded SINRs

If we refer to the rows of $H$ and $\hat{H}$ as $h_k^\perp$ and $\hat{h}_k^\perp$, respectively, and to the columns of $W$ as $w_k$ (the precoding vectors), the precoded SINR for an UT at the $k$-th beam can be calculated as

$$\text{sinr}_k = \frac{|h_k^\perp w_k|^2}{\sum_{j \neq k} |h_k^\perp w_j|^2 + N_0}$$

and the SINR which the gateway estimates for a user at the $k$-th beam using the Imperfect CSIT is

$$\hat{\text{sinr}}_k = \frac{|\hat{h}_k^\perp w_k|^2}{\sum_{j \neq k} |\hat{h}_k^\perp w_j|^2 + N_0}.$$
We use the notation $\text{sinr}_k$ and $\hat{\text{sinr}}_k$ to refer to the real and estimated precoded linear SINRs and we reserve the capital letters for their counterpart in logarithmic scale:

$$\text{SINR}_k = 10 \log_{10} \text{sinr}_k \ (dB) \quad (9)$$

$$\hat{\text{SINR}}_k = 10 \log_{10} \hat{\text{sinr}}_k \ (dB). \quad (10)$$

As we are interested in the SINR errors caused by nullification and their impact on the MCS selection, in the following sections we will characterize the SINR absolute error, defined as

$$e_k = \text{SINR}_k - \hat{\text{SINR}}_k \ (dB). \quad (11)$$

This is the difference between the SINR estimated by the gateway for each UT (using $W$ and $H$) and the real SINR that the UT undergoes (which depends on $W$ and the actual channel $H$). If $e_k$ is positive it means that the gateway overestimates the SINR, so that if no appropriate margins are used in the MCS selection, transmission errors will take place as a result, even in the absence of other channel imperfections.

The selected metric to evaluate the nullification problem is the SINR in dB absolute error $e_k$ as defined in (11). This has the disadvantage of not being normalized and therefore it depends on the transmitted power; in consequence, for higher $P_t$, the SINRs and the magnitude of the corresponding SINR absolute errors are higher too. Nevertheless, this metric, contrary to, for example, the relative error, can be translated directly into the margin necessary to subtract from the SINR estimated by the gateway, $\text{SINR}_k$, in order to guarantee a robust transmission. To obtain meaningful results with the SINR absolute error, the operation point is selected carefully to reflect a close to reality system.

### III. Nullification Description

Precoding requires the transmitter to have knowledge of the users channel in the form of CSIT (Channel State Information at the Transmitter), since this is necessary to compute the precoding matrix $W$ and estimate the precoded SINR of each user. The CSIT available at the gateway is usually imperfect, among other things, due to errors in the estimation of the coefficients of the CSI vectors per the users. However, the main cause of degradation of the CSI is the nullification effect. This is the inability of a receiver to estimate some of the coefficients of the CSI vector due to the low received power of the interfering beams. Thus, a large number of coefficients of the CSI vector due to the low received power of the interfering beams.

Regarding the synchronization of the carriers transmitted by the beams, two types of satellite systems can be considered, with different consequences on the CSI estimation and nullification. With network synchronization [12], the waveforms received by the user, the desired carrier and the interfering carriers from adjacent beams, can be considered synchronous, i.e. the time delays between the different waveforms is much lower than the symbol period. In the specific case of DVB-S2X, with orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard (WH) sequences for the P pilots, the detection of the interfering carriers is limited mainly by the noise. The P pilots are sequences of known non-precoded symbols which receivers use to estimate the CSI, since the orthogonal WH sequences enable to differentiate up to 31 different interfering carriers. In this situation, the periodical repetition of the 36-pilots blocks along the bundled PLFRAME allows the detection of interfering carriers whose power is even 15 dB below the noise. If pilots across more than one superframe are averaged, this threshold can be further reduced. When the carriers are not synchronized, the orthogonality of the WH sequences can not be exploited, and the estimation becomes limited fundamentally by the interference [13]. In this asynchronous system, interfering carriers can be estimated even when they are approximately up to 15 dB below the desired carrier. Recent research showed that for leveraging all the potential of precoding in multibeam satellite systems the carriers should be synchronized to a great extent [12].

Mathematically, for simulating the nullification effect under purely asynchronous or synchronous carriers, we construct the nullified matrix $\hat{H}$ in two different forms, depending on the system type:

1. **Asynchronous System**: Since our assumption is to work in clear sky conditions, the precoded C/N is relatively high so that the nullification in the asynchronous system is driven mainly by the interference power more than the noise power. Therefore, we assume that the nullification is performed based on an I/C threshold $T_h$:

$$\hat{h}_{ij} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } 20 \log_{10} |h_{ij}/h_{ii}| < T_h \\ h_{ij}, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (12)$$

2. **Synchronous System**: the nullification is performed based on a I/N threshold $T_h$:

$$\hat{h}_{ij} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } 20 \log_{10} \sqrt{\text{snr}}|h_{ij}| < T_h \\ h_{ij}, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (13)$$

In practice, the satellite networks are not fully asynchronous or synchronous, and the capability of a practical receiver to estimate a given interfering carrier depends on both C/N and C/I. Fig. 2 shows the (C/N, C/I) regions for which estimation is possible and for which nullification takes place. This performance of the CSI estimation is achieved by using the architecture shown in Fig. 1 and is referred hereafter as real nullification. The number of estimated carriers per position with the real nullification depicted in Fig. 2, and for the system parameters of Tab. II, ranges between 1 and 15. In the edge of the satellite coverage typically less than 6 carriers are estimated and far from the edges this number increases, lying between 10 and 15. This last number is the half of the maximum number of carriers which can be differentiated with the WH sequences (32) and much lower than the number of total beams, 245. Furthermore, the results obtained in the simulations with real nullification contain also Gaussian random CSI estimation errors. These errors are larger when the operating C/N and C/I are closer to the non-detection region. Their maximum and typical values are tabulated in Tab. I.
The value of channel $h_{ij}$, which is obtained from the beam pattern, is modified not only for accounting the nullification but also to take into account estimation errors in the amplitude and phase of the channel coefficients. For the amplitude, the mean error and the standard deviation are shown in Tab. I in relative terms, to be independent of the magnitude of the channel coefficients. On the other hand, the mean and standard deviation of the phase estimation errors are shown in absolute terms in Tab. I.

![Fig. 1: Architecture of the receiver for CSI detection and estimation.](image)

![Table I: Characterization of the CSI estimation errors.](image)

Lastly, subsection IV-C focus the attention on the statistics of the SINR and the SINR absolute error from the point of view of specific users.

The main parameters of the Ka-band multibeam satellite system used in the simulations are collected in Table II. With these parameters the clear sky non-precoded C/N of the users ranges from 7 to 13.75 dB, and from 11 to 13.75 dB in the case of users located at the beam center.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satellite orbit</td>
<td>GEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downlink frequency</td>
<td>Ka-band (20 GHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of beams</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive antenna gain</td>
<td>40 dBi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$ Noise temperature</td>
<td>235.3 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver G/T</td>
<td>16.3 dBi/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$ Noise bandwidth (roll-off included)</td>
<td>12 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_n$ Per beam and polarization transmit power</td>
<td>0.15 W (21.76 dBm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total power</td>
<td>36.75 W (15.65 dBW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. NULLIFICATION ERROR EVALUATION

In this section simulation results of the SINR absolute error due to nullification and CSI estimation errors will be provided from three different perspectives. Firstly, subsection IV-A presents several statistics of the aggregated SINR error, analysing it in global way mixing different positions of all the beams of the satellite. Then, subsection IV-B analyses the SINR absolute error adding the spatial dimension of the data in order to reveal the geographical dependence of the error.

![Fig. 2: Range of values of C/N and C/I which allow carriers estimation in real nullification.](image)

![Table II: System parameters.](image)

#### A. Aggregated results

In this subsection a collection of results of the SINR absolute error, as defined in Equation (11), is presented. All of them are obtained with a MMSE precoder using SPC normalization under random scheduling with four different sets of scheduled users. These can be selected from the positions within a circle centred at each beam center and with a radius lower than 2/6, 3/6 or 4/6 of the beam radius, or well among all the beam positions. The selection of the users has an impact on the magnitude of the errors, as it will be shown later, and it can give us some idea of the lower and upper bound of the SINR absolute error in a real precoded system where scheduling is an indispensable component. Each simulation comprises 500 realizations. In each one a random user is selected within each beam, then the channel matrix $H$ is built using the channel instances of the scheduled users and its nullified version $\hat{H}$ is obtained. After that, the precoding matrix $W$ is calculated prior to the computation of the actual UT SINRs $\text{SINR}_k$ and estimated by the gateway $\text{SINR}_k$. Lastly, its difference gives the SINR absolute error $e_{k}$, which is analysed globally in this subsection, after mixing the data from all the beams.

Firstly, the bar diagrams of Fig. 3a show the maximum SINR absolute error by using the simple model for synchronous nullification of Equation (2) as a function of the set of scheduled users. Four different I/N nullification thresholds are studied in order to link the performance in the interfering carriers detection with the maximum SINR error obtained. In the light of data from Fig. 3a, for the maximum SINR error being lower than 1 dB an I/N between $-15$ and $-20$ dB is needed in synchronous systems. CSI detection can be improved, with the ensuing reduction of the SINR error, by averaging the pilot symbols during longer periods.

Now, Fig. 3b is focused on the results obtained with a realistic nullification which takes into account both C/N and C/I, as depicted in Fig. 2. Fig. 3b contains the bar diagrams of the maximum error with the real nullification in the middle. Results for an asynchronous nullification with I/C threshold
of $-15\,\text{dB}$ and synchronous with I/N threshold of $-15\,\text{dB}$ are also shown for comparison. As it can be observed, the errors with the real nullification are halfway between the other two. The SINR maximum errors with the real nullification fall between $0.84$ and $2.25\,\text{dB}$ depending on the set of users scheduled. As can be seen, the error increases when the area of scheduled users becomes wider. The reason is that the power imbalance among the scheduled users amplifies the errors introduced by the nullification of the CSI. As the area gets larger, the variance of the C/N of the different scheduled users increases accordingly. Moreover, when the order of the system is reduced, considering for example only a cluster of 9 beams, the error becomes lower. Reductions of $0.5\,\text{dB}$ can be observed, depending on the particular beams selected and the group of scheduled users.

Fig. 3c shows the experimental Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the SINR error in the simulations with the real nullification. The CCDF provides the probability of the SINR error being larger than a given abscissa value and offers some insight into the value of the margin required for guaranteeing a given target Frame Error Rate (FER) throughout all the satellite footprint.

These results show that even in the absence of other imperfections,nullification itself can degrade the performance of multibeam satellite systems which use precoding unless proper countermeasures are applied. An error larger than $0\,\text{dB}$ means that the gateway is overestimating the actual UT SINR, and it implies that if $\text{SINR}_k$ is used directly to allocate a MCS to the UT at beam $k$, an error in the transmission will occur whenever the error is bigger than the distance of $\text{SINR}_k$ to the threshold SINR of the MCS used in the transmitted frame. And since the spacing between two DVB-S2X consecutive MCS is typically between $0.3$ and $1.0\,\text{dB}$ and as the SINR errors exceed this values with a non-negligible probability, the FER will be higher than the QEF target of $10^{-5}$, one erroneous frame out of 100,000.

### B. Spatial analysis

In order to establish the existence of a potential geographical dependence of the SINR absolute error $\epsilon_k$, the following two experiments were performed. The simulations comprise $1,000$ realizations, i.e., transmitted frames, and in each realization a user is selected randomly among the positions within a circle centred at each beam center and with a normalized radius lower than $2/6$ or $4/6$, depending on the simulation. For each realization the error in all the 245 beams is calculated, and the maximum error within each beam is obtained and represented in a map. Only the map with the first case is included since the conclusions drawn from both are the same.

The map in Fig. 4 shows how the maximum SINR error is not the same in all the beams but, rather, has a spatial distribution. Error tends to be larger in those beams located at the center of the satellite coverage whilst in the edge of the coverage the error is usually lower. The difference between the maximum error in the center and the periphery reach values as high as $1.4\,\text{dB}$. These differences among the errors in different beams have also been found even when PLPC normalization is used to set the same transmit power for all the beams.

Moreover, within a given beam there are also remarkable differences in the maximum SINR error among the different positions. Although there is not a clear and constant pattern of the error distribution inside a beam, differences in the maximum SINR error among positions of the same beam are also in the order of $1.4$-$1.6\,\text{dB}$.

A rough countermeasure for the errors caused by the nullification comes from the subtraction of a global margin to the SINRs estimated by the gateway. This margin could be obtained from the CCDF of the SINR absolute error (shown in Fig. 3c), by using the target FER. However, the results of the geographical distribution of the error show that a global margin to be applied throughout the whole footprint can be quite inefficient, since the error magnitude differs significantly across the footprint. Furthermore, remarkable differences appear within the same beam from one position to another. As a result, a per user margin seems a better solution.
beams: selection of the central user of the beam, or selection of four different location policies are applied for the rest of the beams are differentiated, namely, the two-tier surrounding the user beam, the neighbour beams of the tier surrounding the user beam, the neighbour beams of the UT located at the center of the 6 surrounding beams, whereas four different location policies are applied for the rest of the beams: selection of the central user of the beam, or selection of users randomly within the circle of radius $\frac{2}{6}$, $\frac{3}{6}$ or $\frac{4}{6}$ as explained in Section IV-A. With this, the SINR of the UT under analysis together with its absolute error are calculated for 2,000 realizations.

Fig. 5 shows the histograms with the distribution of the SINR absolute error and the SINR for one UT, located in beam 213, depending on the scheduling policy for the non-neighbour beams. The same scale in the abscissa is axis is employed in all the cases to ease the comparison. It was found that the SINR absolute error follows a Gaussian distribution for practically all the cases studied (several UTs located in different part of the beam and in different beams of the coverage). Fig. 5a collects the four histograms of the error with its Gaussian fit in red for this particular UT depending of the scheduling policies of the remaining non-neighbour beams. The first observation is that the SINR absolute error follows quite closely a Gaussian distribution in the four cases. The second observation is that the variance of the error grows as the users scheduled in the remaining beams can belong to a larger circle. Lastly, although in this particular example this is not totally satisfied, in the vast majority of the UTs analysed the average of the error remains fixed, independent of the policy applied for selecting the users in the remaining beams.

On the other side, Fig. 5b shows the distribution of the actual SINR of the same fixed user with respect to the selection policy of the users in the non-neighbour beams. Again, it can be said that the distribution of the SINRs is nearly Gaussian. Looking at the variance, we observe that it also increases when the users scheduled in the remote beams can be located farther away from their respective beam centers. As last remark, and in addition to the variance increase, if the users of the non-neighbour beams are selected within a larger circle, the values or the SINR are also reduced with respect to those when all the other users of the system are located at the beam center (marked with a blue circle). Regarding the variability observed in the upperleft histogram (when all the other users, except the UT under analysis, are located at the beam center) this is due to the CSI random estimation errors and the phase noise of the payload (different in each realization) which are assumed throughout this work.

V. LINK ADAPTATION

In this section we introduce a simple link adaptation algorithm for a full-frequency reuse satellite system based on the use of an adaptive margin as a countermeasure for the errors that nullification and CSI estimation can cause. The algorithm performance will be evaluated through simulations. The aim of the algorithm is to select the MCS for each UT maintaining the FER around a very low target value $p_0$. The link adaptation procedure must be performed at the gateway side rather than the UTs, since the gateway is the only entity with all the required information, namely, channel vector of all scheduled users and precoding matrix employed in each frame. Since the SINR absolute error due to nullification changes from one position to another, and results change significantly for different UTs location, the gateway will run one independent margin per UT.

A. Algorithm description

We assume that for each received frame the UTs feedback the outcome of the frame decoding to the gateway, which will be used later to update the margin of each user. This variable $\epsilon_i$ takes the value 1 to indicate that an error has occurred and the frame $i$ could not be decoded (NAK), and it takes the value 0 to indicate that frame $i$ was decoded successfully (ACK). We should note that the ACK/NAK feedback is used only for adapting the margins of the link adaptation algorithms, and there is not any retransmission of the frames at the physical layer due to the long propagation delay.
The selection of the MCS of user \( k \) at time instant \( i \), \( \text{MCS}_{k,i} \), is done with a Lookup Table (LUT) whose input is the estimation of the SINR of user \( k \), \( \text{SINR}_{k,i} \), performed by the gateway with the imperfect CSIT, plus an adaptive margin \( m_{k,i} \) as done in [8]:

\[
\text{MCS}_{k,i} = \Pi \left( \text{SINR}_{k,i} + m_{k,i} \right).
\]

The function \( \Pi(\cdot) \) is a staircase function which maps SINR intervals to MCS following the performance tables of the DVB-S2X standard [1]. The reverse operation is done by means of the function \( \Pi(\cdot) \), which returns the threshold SINR of a given MCS.

In the simulations we consider that a decoding error event occurs whenever the actual SINR at the UT is lower than the SINR threshold of the MODCOD used to transmit that frame. Using the indicator function \( \mathbb{1}(\cdot) \), this is expressed as

\[
\mathbb{1}(\text{SINR}_{k,i} < \Pi(\text{MCS}_{k,i})).
\]

The gateway receives the feedback form each user and updates each user margin independently using the following recursive equation

\[
m_{k,i+1} = m_{k,i} - \mu (\epsilon_{k,i} - p_{0}),
\]

where \( \mu \) is the adaptation step, smaller than one, and \( p_{0} \) the target FER. In this way, depending on the decodification outcome two situations are possible:

- If no error occurs (ACK), then the margin is incremented by a 'small' quantity \( \Delta_{ACK} = \mu p_{0} \).
- If an error occurs (NAK), then the margin is decremented by a larger amount: \( \Delta_{NAK} = \mu (1 - p_{0}) \), which for small values of the target FER becomes approximately \( \mu \).

The ratio between the margin increment and decrement following an ACK and a NAK, respectively, depends on the target FER and it is equal to \( \Delta_{ACK}/\Delta_{NAK} = p_{0}/(1 - p_{0}) \). This guarantees that when the margin converges to the optimum value which ensures the target FER, it remains oscillating around that value. The lower the FER \( p_{0} \), the margin needs more time to converge to its final value, therefore, in order to speed up the convergence time, a smart initialization of the margin of each user could be applied by using a priori information of the geographical distribution of the SINR error. Furthermore, some variants of this classic algorithm of the adaptive margin for Outer Loop Link Adaptation (OLLA), like that introduced in [14] for speed up the convergence without losing performance in steady state, could be applied, although they are not evaluated here.

**B. Simulation results**

10 different beams, far apart from each other, are chosen with a user randomly located at each beam. The rest of the beams are divided into two groups, the 6 neighbour beams which are in contact with the 10 selected beams and all the rest of beams. In all the neighbour beams the central user is always scheduled, to emulate the fact that the UTs under analysis by using the actual UTs SINRs (calculated with equation (7)). With the decoding outcomes the margins of the 10 UTs under analysis tend to be scheduled with the same group of users in the beams around them. And in all the non-neighbour beams random locations are chosen from the circles of normalized radius 2/6 or 4/6, depending on the particular simulation. In each realization the users of the non-neighbour beams are randomly selected, the channel matrix \( \mathbf{H} \) and its version after real nullification, \( \mathbf{H} \), are computed, and the MMSE-SPC precoding matrix is computed. The link adaptation algorithm introduced earlier is then used to select the MCS to employ in the transmission to the 10 UTs under analysis by using an independent margin for each user. Equation (15) is used to decide the outcome of each frame decoding (success or not) by using the actual UTs SINRs (calculated with equation (7)). With the decoding outcomes the margins of the 10 UTs are updated using (16), margins to be applied in the next realization. At the end of the simulation the FER of the UTs after the margin converges is calculated.
The value taken by the adaptation step $\mu$ in (16) is 0.01 and three different target FERs $p_0$ were evaluated, namely $10^{-5}$, $10^{-4}$ and $10^{-5}$; this last value corresponding to the QEF FER target of DVB-SX. The number of realizations (transmitted frames) were 100, 000, 500, 000 and 2, 000, 000 respectively for each target FER. In addition, all the 10 margins were initialized to zero. In all the simulations it was found that the experimental FER matched the target, being within the range 90% to 110% of the target value $p_0$. However, not applying any margin to the SINRs calculated by the gateway results in inadmissible FER, much larger than $10^{-5}$, being this even higher than 10% in half of our simulations. The only impairment considered in these simulations was the nullification effect in the CSI estimation by the receivers, with the performance shown in Fig. 2, referred throughout this work as real nullification. The link adaptation algorithm based on an adaptive margin per user, updated with the feedback of the ACK/NAK of the frames intended to each UT, shows to be a useful countermeasure for the errors introduced by the nullification since it maintains the FER of the UTs at the required target value, with the minimum performance loss. In a real system the function of the link adaptation algorithm, in addition to account for the errors due to the nullification of the CSI, as it is analysed in this paper, is to address varying channel conditions, channel estimation errors and outdated CSIT.

VI. CONCLUSION

The problem of the CSI detection error was introduced, showing that it causes errors in the precoded SINR of the users which the gateway must calculate to perform MCS allocation. This leads to the increment of the rate of erroneous frames if no proper countermeasure is applied. The study of the SINR absolute error revealed that there are important differences in the maximum error among different beams, and even among different positions within the same beam. It was shown also that, under certain conditions, this error can be modeled as a Gaussian random variable. In order to ensure the robustness of the communications the use of an adaptive margin was proposed. This helps to counteract the errors in the SINR of the users which is estimated by the gateway. This margin, independent for each UT, is updated by the gateway based on the ACK/NAK feedback from the users and is employed in the link adaptation for MCS selection. Simulation results showed that by using this link adaptation algorithm, the QEF condition can be achieved, even in the presence of SINR calculation errors due to the non-detection of some components of the CSI.
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